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Riverflow® does more than simply move water... It creates an experience!

As public pools, water parks and aquatic centers become more sophisticated, homeowners want more excitement and variety associated with water play and exercise at home. For many, the motionless water of yesterday’s backyard swimming pools falls far short; because once you’ve experienced the fun, comfort and safety of moving water in a controlled setting, anything less won’t do.

The joy of riding a lazy river, for example, is now available in backyards without the hassle, expense and crowds associated with waterparks. No need to pack up the family, fight traffic, find a parking space, pay at the turnstiles, wait in lines and eat expensive concession food. With Riverflow®, you create your own at-home waterpark, which you will effortlessly enjoy at a moment’s notice.

Making Magic With Motion

Riverflow®, the aquatic industry’s leading water current system, transforms virtually any body of water – large or small, public or private – into a dynamic environment that provides fun, fitness and relaxation.

Whether you’re floating and daydreaming along a lazy river, water-walking to increase strength and stamina, kayaking, learning to swim, recovering from surgery or training for a triathlon, Riverflow® delivers current at the precise velocity and volume perfectly suited for each user’s needs.

Riverflow® adds lasting value to any aquatic experience. And that’s what today’s homeowners want.
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“Riverflow Pumps by Current Systems has the best and most fun lazy river and swim resistance pump, hands down!” - James Atlas, Platinum Poolcare
Lazy Rivers/Lively Fun

In almost any setting, lavish or simple, when a lazy river runs through it, people choose to linger and enjoy.

For a long time, lazy rivers were found only in waterparks and high-end luxury resorts. Owners and managers of these facilities have long reported that their river features are by far the most popular among guests of all ages when compared to splash pads, slides, wave pools or interactive play structures. For all of the thrill and pizazz those elements offer, it’s the lazy river and surrounding areas where visitors spend the most time and derive the greatest enjoyment.

In these popular settings, the moving, interactive water becomes a powerful magnet that draws patrons to a variety of revenue-generating options, from food and drink service, to renting floatation devices, to reserving shaded party spaces for special occasions. Yet, it’s the unending movement of the current coursing through the property that defines the essence of the experience and creates the desire to be there in the first place.

“Children love the Riverflow system and if you really want to turn it up you can even kayak against the current” Martin Kennedy, Cipriano Pools

Back at home, it’s not surprising that as custom residential pools have taken on form and function inspired by their commercial counterparts, the Lazy River has come along for the ride. In fact, many such pools can be counted rightfully among the most elaborate, beautiful and creatively designed backyard settings.

Affluent homeowners are building eye-popping spaces that qualify as backyard resorts or even works of landscape art. Such settings often include long and winding rivers that surround luxurious islands, moving through complex layouts fitted with fire features, hot tubs, waterfalls, lush plantings, bridges, grottos, slides, swim-up bars, beach entries, intricate lighting and beautiful outdoor furnishings.

At the heart of these pleasure palaces, the Riverflow® system quietly, efficiently and reliably generates the current that moves you through the landscape. But you don’t need to create a massive vacation resort to experience the Riverflow® advantage. For many homeowners, an aesthetically simple design might make greater sense for both their taste and budget. In fact, many people are surprised to find out that a circulating current can be created in pools that don’t have islands at all.
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Flowing For Fitness

Riverflow® is available at a time when far too many people are in poor physical condition due to what some consider epidemic obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Also, as the Baby Boomer generation enters retirement, more and more people are seeking ways to combat the effects of aging.

Aquatic exercise has long been identified as one of the most powerful magic bullets in society’s fight for fitness. The medical and fitness industries have for decades known that swimming and other forms of aquatic exercise can be suited to the needs of the most infirm and physically challenged people to those performing at the highest level of conditioning, and everyone between.

Riverflow® and the current it generates stand on that all-important fitness frontline. Whether in public facilities or at home, Riverflow® provides adjustable current that supports life-improving and even life-saving exercise and therapy.

It’s why thoroughbred race horses rehab in moving water and we why should too – virtually everyone and every body can benefit from the presence of a Riverflow® system.

“I like the strength of the current. It challenges me, and since it’s wide, deep, and adjustable, it helps me get stronger and faster.” Mimi Hughes, competitive swimmer
What is The Riverflow® System?

The Riverflow® System by Current Systems Inc. is a unique technology that provides the most powerful and most natural water flow you can find this side of Mother Nature. Unlike most water flow systems that are noisy and cumbersome, or use high-pressure jets that feel like you’re standing in front of a fire-hose, this system is:

- Quiet
- Comfortable
- Energy-efficient
- Practically invisible
- Infinitely adjustable
- Typically 5 times more volume than any other system.
- And just about the most fun and best exercise you can get in any waterscape.

The Riverflow® System is quickly becoming the preferred technology for any and all high flow water applications, including:

- “Fun Currents” — In New Or Existing Swimming Pools
- Personal “Lazy Rivers”
- Low impact “Water Resistance” exercise
- Top-quality Swim-In-Place Systems
- Competitive Water Training
- Ponds, Waterfalls Or Other Water Features
- Canoeing Or Kayaking In-Place

Whether you have an existing water feature, or you’re working on a brand new project, the Current Systems team will work with you to ensure that your dream becomes a reality in the most efficient and enjoyable way possible.

Technical Precision & Project Planning

Engineered for precise control, energy efficiency, quiet operation, durability and infinite adaptability, Riverflow® has become the platinum standard among flow-generating systems used in recreational aquatic features.

That’s why it’s now the system of choice for growing numbers of engineers and builders who create many of today’s most exciting aquatic installations. Riverflow® is also a favorite for those looking to reimagine ordinary, often forgotten pools, into hubs of healthful, almost addictive activity.

Just imagine what you can do with the power and beauty of a Riverflow current system at your fingertips!
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Why The RiverFlow® Current System Works BETTER

The Riverflow® current system is a patented computer-controlled high-volume water pumping system that draws water through fully tested flush-mounted safety grates and sends it back through our seamlessly mounted Trueflow outlet. With our unique vertical propeller pump, we deliver more than 2500 gallons per minute at speeds of up to 12 mph. We are quiet, safe, strong and efficient.

Our breakthrough technology eliminates bubbles & high-pressure turbulence in the flow, which is the number one complaint with “swim jet” systems. The massive volume of water that Riverflow® pushes through our flow conditioners and into your pool creates a fun, exciting and dynamic environment that “jetted systems” simply cannot accomplish. Jets are fine for a focused massage of sore muscles but are incapable of providing smooth, powerful, “swimable” current.

**Silent and Invisible!**

Because this is not a “high-pressure” system, our pump is already naturally quiet. Now consider that our pump can also be installed as much as 60 feet away from the pool area. See how our pump and motor can be both truly silent and invisible. And our poolside remote-control makes adjustments a finger-stroke away, allowing you to start, stop and infinitely program the flow speed to your heart’s content.

**We are Engineered to be Energy-Efficient!**

Even though this system can flow 7 times more volume than a typical swim jet system, it’s actually more energy-efficient, for 3 reasons.

- First, the system converts single-phase residential power to MUCH more energy-efficient 3-phase industrial power, which drives an extremely cost-efficient Industrial electric motor.
- Second, the motor speed is managed by a sophisticated computer system which effectively gives you the most energy-efficient variable speed pump you can buy.
- And third, since we’re not trying to force water through small, high-pressure jets, we don’t have to run the pump at full speed. We just take a minute or two to get the momentum, and then slow down to “maintenance speed” saving you energy and cost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Riverflow®</th>
<th>Swim Spas</th>
<th>Fastlane®</th>
<th>BaduJet®</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>Silent!</td>
<td>Noisy</td>
<td>Noisy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>Hidden / Unseen</td>
<td>Standalone Unit</td>
<td>“Add-on” inside the pool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort / Enjoyment</td>
<td>Perfectly Natural</td>
<td>Narrow High-Pressure Jets</td>
<td>Comfortable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustable</td>
<td>100% Variable: Remote Control</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Preset Speeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>World-Class Reliability</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>Five Year Warranty</td>
<td>One Year Warranty</td>
<td>One Year Warranty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltwater Compatible</td>
<td>100% Saltwater Compatible</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Voids the Warranty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness for:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Fun Pool”</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Too Small / Too Narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Lazy River”</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Too Small / To Narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Swim-in-Place”</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Varies (Some Require Tethers)</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Phone &amp; On-Site</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>(unknown)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Riverflow’s® silent operation, adjustable speed, secluded equipment location, and perfect flow characteristics make it the ideal choice for high quality water flow.

“Hands-down, it’s the best high-flow water current system you can buy.

I won’t use anything else.”  Mike Farley, Claffey Pools